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chiefly as subsidiary to the other arts and to an
appreciation of literature) the art of reading aloud. It
is not my purpose to deal in detail with each of these
language arts here. What I wish to impress upon my
reader is the importance of establishing an understanding
between the teacher of the Vernacular and the teacher of
English as to the part each is to play in teaching these
arts, and a conscious systematic co-operation between
them. How to speak well, read well, and enjoy good
reading — there are methods of teaching each of these to
the pupil in whatever language he speaks, or writes, or
reads, and the language habits thus acquired hold good
whatever language be his medium, so far as he knows
that language.
Take the art of writing as an illustration. In order to
write well a pupil must realize the importance of gathering
and disentangling his ideas, casting aside what is not
wanted, working the rest* into a connected system, dis-
posing in their right places the right paragraph, the right
sentence, the right word. To realize the importance of
all this is but one step towards acquiring the art of
writing, a step which is often overlooked but which
should invariably be taken. Realizing the difference
between good and bad writing, the pupil has next to act
on his realization, and to act repeatedly till the act
becomes habitual and more easily successful with experi-
ence. In other words, to write well comes only of
•stubborn practice, and that practice of the right rules.
And the right habits — of sifting and ordering, and
seeking to express, one's thought in writing — being
taught by the teacher of one language will overflow into
the pupil's use of any other language, when he comes to
write it.
And this is true equally of the other arts. But who
is to make himself responsible for initiating the pupil
into these arts of language ? The answer that first
suggests itself is, the teacher of the mother tongue, both
because he can begin earlier, and because the beginning
should be made in the better known medium. There
would thus be fewer difficulties to deal > with, and the pupil
Would come to his second language the better prepared
ta use his gathering vocabulary effectively. Ceteris

